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Abstract. A general theory for the study of degenerate Hopf

bifurcation in the presence of symmetry has been carried out only in

situations where the normal form equations decouple into phase/

amplitude equations. In this paper we prove a theorem showing that in

general we expect such degeneracies to lead to secondary torus
bifurcations. We then apply this theorem to the case of degenerate

Hopf bifurcation with triangular (D3) symmetry proving that in

codimension two there exist regions of parameter space where two

branches of asymptotically stable 2-tori coexist but where no stable

periodic solutions are present.

Although this study does not lead to a theory for degenerate Hopf

bifurcations in the presence of symmetry, it does present examples

that would have to be accounted for by any such general theory.
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One of the more Interestlng features of degenerate Hopf bifurcations In

the presence of symmetry Is the appearance, vla secondary bifurcation, of

quaslperlocllcmotion on a torus. In thls paper we concentrate on two-

parameter system_ of ODE and prove theorems that allow us to flnd and co_ute

the direction of branching for some of these torl. The advantage of our

approach Is that we determine thls Information using only the Taylor expansion

of the vector field at th_ point where degenerate Ho_f bifurcation occurs.

l_neslnw_lestform of Hopf bifurcation wlth symmetry group F occurs as

follows. We assume that £ Is a conw3actLie group acting absolutely

Irreduclbly on a vector space V, that Is, the only matrices on V whlch

commute wlth F are multlples of the Identity.

Let

dz/clt = f(z,_), z • V e V • V e C (I.I)

be a system of ODE where f Is F-equlvarlant. In _onw_lexcoordinates,

absolute Irreducibility In_ollesthat

f(z,_) • a(_)z + ... : (l.Z)

where a(X) • C. We say that (I.I) has a Hopf blfurcatIon at k = 0 If

a(O) Is purely Imag!nary.
The standard Hopf theorem (V = R, F - I) states that If the elgenvalue

crossing condition

d--Re(a)(O) _ 0 (I.3)
dX

holds, then there exists a unique branch of perlodlc solutlons to (|.I).

Moreover, If a certain coefficient u2 Involving the second and third order

terms In f _atlsfles

I
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u2 _ O, (1.4)

then the oirectlon of branching (superorftfcalor subcrltlcal) and the

as_nnptotfcstability of these perlodlc solutions are determlnea. We call a

Hopf bifurcation degenerate If either (I.3) or (I.4) Fails. Such

singularities are studied by Takens (19743 and Golubltsky & Langfora [1981}.

In liopFbifurcation wlth symmetry we have a degeneracy IF either the

direction of branching or the as_nnptotfcstablIIty of a branch of periodic

solutlons Is not determined at the lowest order that It could have been. We

are Interested In st,chdegeneracies oecause they may be unavolclableIn two

parameter systems. Degenerate HopF bIFurcatlons wlth O(2)-sYmmetry have been

studlea extenslvely for the past few years and the results concerning thls

specific case are discussed In Section Z.

We now explain why one should expect Invarlant torl to be pro(Juced by

perturbing certain of these degeneracies. To ck)thls we recall some of the

theory of _f bfFurcatlon with symmetry. We assume that F Is In Bfrkhoff

normal Form, that Is we assume

f Is £ x Sl-equlvarlant (1.5}

where For xOc • Ve£ we have (_,e)(x_c) = (_x)e(elec). The 5s symmetry

comes From phase shifts. We detect branches of periodic solutions by choosing

a subgroup £ c _ x 5z such that

dim Fix(I) - 2 (1.6)

where

FIx(£) • {z • V#£= oz • Z, _ O • I}. (I.7)

In normal form ,zFIx(£)xR • Fix(E). Thus, the diFFerential equation (I.I)

restricted to FIX(=) satisfies the hypotheses of standard Hopf bifurcation.

In particular, If (I.3) and (1.4) hold for the restricted system then there

II
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exists a branch of periodic solutions For (I.I) In FIx(_) and the direction

of branching (in _) is determined. (Golubltsky & Stewart [1985] show that

the asskwnptlon that f Is In Blrkhoff normal Form Is not needed to prove
L

f these points.)
P Stability of these solutions however, is not determined by the standard
b

I Hopf theorem, since the Floquet multipliers corresponOlng to elgenvectors In

i Fix(I) _ also enter into this determination of stability. In this paper we

Focus on degeneracies produced when determining stability along known branches

l of periodic solutions obtained using (1.6). Specifically, suppose that one

tr&cks along a branch of perl(:x:llc solutions and that at so_e special value

R _0 the Periodic solution loses stability by having a sln_31e con1_lex

conjugate p_lr of Floquet multipliers cross through the unit circle with

nonzero speed. The torus bifurcation theorem (see looss [1987]) guarantees

the existence of Invarlant torl. Sup_0ose now that (1.1) depends on a second

parameter u and that the critical value _0 also depends on u. We can

In_glne a situation where as u Is varied _0 mves Into the origin, say at

u = 0. When this haplpens we will find a degenerate kk)pf bifurcation with

symmetry. Moreover, It seems reasonable tMt the speed of the Floquet

exponent ti_t crosses thr_gh zero and the direction of branching of the

branch of torl can be determined from the Taylor exl_nslon of f at the

orlqln and with _ and u set to zero. Our results are sun_rized In

Theorems 4.5 and 4.6.

We note that several authors have conslde_._d the bifurcation of torl From

branches of periodic solutions. See Rer_rdy [|93Z], Rand [198Z] and Ruelle

[1973]. An In1_ortant point here Is that the Floquet n_trlx Itself con_Jtes

with the IsotroPy subgroup E and as a result the Floquet multipliers n_y be

Forced by syntnetry to f_ve high multiplicity. See Chossat & Golubltsky

[19883. Thus the assumPtion above that the Fl_uetmulttpllers are simPle may

not always be satisfied,

t
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The scenario that we descrlbed above does happen in the case of 0(2}

symmetry. However, as we explain In Section Z, there Is a relatlvely slm_le

way to analyze the resulting torl (the torus bifurcation theorem Is not needed

there), in addition, the resulting flow on the torus Is particularly simple.

Symmetry forces the flow to be linear.

A more Interesting example occurs In Hopf bifurcation wlth Dn symmetry.

Here the generic Hopf theory has been worked out (Goiubltsky & Stewart [1986]

and van Glls & Valkerlng [1986]). Because In thls case dlm V = Z, It follows

that dlm Fix(1)_ = Z and the Floquet multipliers discussed above must be

simple. It Is this example (Itself motivated by considering rings of

oscillators) that has motivated our theorem. In Section 3 we discuss the

general results for Hopf bifurcation wlth Dn symmetry while In Section S we

Illustrate our theorem by explicitly calculating the direction of branching of

torl In the 03 case. Bifurcation diagrams corresponding to degenerate HopF

bifurcation with Da symmetry are presented In Section 6.

in Section 4 we present our hypotheses and theorems. Thls section can be

read directly after the Introduction since explicit knowledge of the O(Z)

and Dn examples Is not needed for the general theory. In Section 5 we show

how to flnd two-frequencymotlons by applying standard HOp£ bifurcation

results to a certain normal vector field whose existencs Is found In Section 4

using results of Krul_m[19883.
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$2. Deaenerate Hoof Bifurcation with 0(2) Symmetry

We begin by surveying same of the results on degenerate l_)pfblfurcatlons

wlth 0(2) symmetry. Thls problem has been studled by Erneux & Matkowsky

[1984], Knobloch [1986], Chossat [1986], Golubltsky & Roberts [1987]o Nagata

[1986], and CrawFord & Knobloch [1988].

The action of 0(2) on R4 • £eC Is generated by

(a) e(zl,z2) = (elezl, elez2), _ e • 50(2) {2.1)

(b) ((Zl,Z2) = (21,_2).

Consider the O(2)-equlverlant system of ODE

dz = F(z,_), f(O,_) • 0 (2.2)
dt

depending on a bifurcation parameter _. We assume that (2.2) has a Hopf

bifurcation at _ • Ol due to symmmetry the elgenvalues o(_) ± Iw(_) of

(dr)O,_ are each of ,_JltlplIcltytwo. By li_f bifurcation we mean that

o(O) - O, .(0) • _0 * O.

Van GIIs t Mallet-Parer [1984], Chossat i loess [1985], Golubltsky &

Stewart [1985] end other's,:;_ve shown that If

a'(O) • O, (2.3)

then two branches of periodic solutions z(t} bifurcate fr(n the origin and,

moreover, these solutions may be detected by their symmetry. ThKy are:

(a) rotating waves (RW)z ez(t) = z(t-e)
(2.4)

(b) standing waves (SW)I Kz(t) • z(t).

Generically, the exchange of stability for such sysLems goes as follows.

Assume that x • 0 Is asymptotically stable when _ ( O. Then For either

branch (Z.4) to consist of asy_ptotlcally stable periodic solutions, both .
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branches must be supercrltlcal and then preclsely one branch consists of

stable solutions. More precisely, there are two coefficients, derived From

the third order terms of f, which determine the dlre_tlon of branching of

solutions (2.4) wlth stability being determined by which coefficient Is

larger.

Erneux & Matkowsky [I984] observed that when such systems depend on two

l_rameters,

dz • f(z,_,u), (Z.5)
dt

It Is possible to arrange for a distinguished value of u , say u = O. where

both cubic coefficients ere equal. They show that Invarlant Z-torl exist In

(Z.5) for u near O. The types of bifurcation dlagrams which _y occur ere

shown In Figure Z,l. (The direction of branching and the stability of the

2-tori depend on fifth and seventh order terms In f. See Golubltsky &

Roberts [1987].)

In retrospect the existence of these 2-torl can be un(lerstoodIn a

relatlvely slmple way. First, assume tl_t (Z.5) is In BIrkhoff normal Form

which means that now f may be assumed to be O(Z) x sl-equlvarlant (cf.

Golubltsky & Stewart [1985]). in normal form, (2.5} splits Into

phase-_l Itude equations where the _lltude equatlons have the Form

• rlrz,_,u) rz l+rz,rlrz, rz-r I 12.61_[r2j p(r_+r_, 2 , + q(r X,u)( )

where rj = Izjl. Nontrlvlal equilibria (rl,rZ) of (2.6) correspond to

standing waves (rI = rZ) , rotating waves (rlr2 - O) or Invarlant 2-torl

(rI • rZ, rlrZ • 0).

Thus the Erneux & Matkowsky Z-torl are on the same footing as the

Periodic solutions In the study of degenerate Hoof bifurcation wlth 0(2)

symmetry. Swift [1984] noted that the amplitude ec yatlons (2.6) have

O4-symmetry (generated by (rl.r Z) * {rl,-rz), (-rl,r Z) _ (rz,rl)).

1989019764-009
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Therefore, degenerate 0(2) Hopf bifurcations can be studied using

D4-equlvarlant singularity theory Just as degenerate HopF bifurcation without

symmetry can be studied by Zz-equlvarlant singularity theory (see Golubltsky &

Langford [;981]). The D4-classlflcatlon was carried out up to (topological)

04-cocllmenslon two In Golubltsky & Roberts [1987]. See al",., _-awford &

Knobloch [1988] or Golubltsky, Stewart & SchaefFer [19_C_._

It should also be noted that these Z-torl have a sr _ _:: _z:ru.-;Jre due to

the O(2)xS ! symmetry of normal Form. The Flow on the = _, _ _, lnear.

Chossat [1986] has shown that this proPerty persists, eve_ If f _s not

assumed to be In Blrkhoff normal form. HIs ,_-chnfque Is to use a Llapunov-

Schmldt reduction to look For two frequency solutions of the form

• e lUtRntq (2.7)z(t)

where Re Is the rotation matrix corresponding to e • 50(Z). The Function

(Z.7) has two Independent Frequencies If =/n Is Irrational.

1989019764-010



$3. Generic Hopf B1furcatlon wlth Dn Symmetry

When n_3 the group On has two-cllmenslonalIrrecluclblerepresentations.

Thus; fn systems wlth On sy_try', Mopf bifurcation From a On-lnvarlant

stea(Jystmte m6y occur by eigenvalues of muItlpllclty one or two crossing the

Im_glnary axis. In this section we review the results of Golubltsky & Stewart

61986] anclvan GIls & Valkerlng [1986] about generic Dn-HOpf bifurcation tn

the c_oubleelgenvalue case. See also Cw_lubltsky,Stewart & Schaeffer [1988].

Without loss of generellty we may assume that the action of Dn on

R2 a 0 Is generated by

(a) y-z - •IY where y • 2w/n, and
(3.1)

(b) _(z) - _.

it Is possible to choose c_rcllrwmteson CZ such that the dCtl_ oF Dn x SI

IS generated by

(a) y,(z,zZ) = (elY.-l,elYzZ)

(b) (,(Zl,Z2) = (Zz,ZI) (3.2)

(c) e.(z l,z Z) • (eiezl,e-lezz).

It can be shown that For each n, there are precisely three (conJugacy

classes of) Isotropy subgroups whose Fixed point suOspaces are two-

dlmenslonal. There exists a u.IQue branch oF Perlodlc solutions For each o£

these subgroups In On-Symmetric generlc llopf bifurcation. There Is a

cIIscrete analogue of a "rotating wave" and two dlsorete analogues of "standing

waves",

The rotating wave has Isotr_y sui_group

Zn • ((y,y)Iy • Zn}.

1989019764-011
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The standing waves each have Isotropy subgroups Isomorphic to Z2. The

symmetry of one of the standing waves Is generated by _; the symmetry of the

other standing wave Is generated by ((,w) G Dn x 5 I, at least when n _ 0

moo 4. S_e Golubitsky & Stewart [1986] for details.

The exchange of stability For these branches goes as follows. Suppose

the Dn-lrwarlant steady state Is stable subcrltlcally and loses stablllty by

having elgenvalues cross the Imaginary axls wlth nonzero speed. When n • 4,

no branch Is stable uhle_s all branches are supercrltlc_l. There Is one third

order term that determines _hether the rotatln_ waves are suPercritlcal and

another third order term that determines whether the standing waves are

(Jointly) supercrltlcal. No branch consists of stable traJectorles unless all

branches are supercrltlcal, In which case precisely one branch consists of

stable so:Jtlons.

Supposing that all branches are suPercrltlcal then It can be determined

at third order whether the rotating wave or one of the standing waves Is

stable, if a standing wave Is to be stable, then which one Is stable is

determined by a coefficient of order

n+Z n did
m • n+__Z2 n even (3.3)

: Z

!n Section 5 we show that the conditions For our torus bifurcation

theorem (Theorem 4.5) n_y be satisfied when, ,n a two-I_ranw_ter system, there

Is an Iso!ated value c;f the Paran_ters where a I_pf bifurcation occurs and the

bifurcating branches are neutrally stable at third order.

The renwmlnder of this section Is devoted to discussing these results In

more detail. The notation we set here will be used in Section 5. we Ioegln by

describing the Dn x S I Invarlants and equlvarlants.

1989019764-012
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Recall m as defined In (3.3) and define

(a) N = IzII2 + Iz212

(b) P = IzlJ21z212 (3.4)

(c) 5 = (zl_2)m + (_iz2}m

(d) T _ i{IZll2-1z21Z}{(Zl_2)m-(2lzZ)m}

Proposition 3.]: Let On x S1 act on C2 as defined bv (3.2).

(a) Every smooth rn x sl-fnvarfant germ f:C2 , R has the form

f(zl,z2) = h(N,P,S.T) (3.5)

for some smooth germ h:R4 * R.

(b) Every smooth 0n x S|-equivariant germ g:L-2 + £2 has the form

g = A zz + B zz2_z + C1 _zm- + ui zzm+12"2m !
z, j z,2, L zzm Z211P'! LEzm z2m+! (3.6)

where A,B,C,D are complex-valued Dn x sl-invariant germs.

We consider the system of ODE

dz
_ = g(z,_) (3.7)
dt

where g=¢ZxR _ C2 Is On x S]-equlvarlant. That Is, we assume that we are

studying Hopf bifurcation with Dn-symmetry for a system of ODE which Is

already In Polncare-BtrkhoFf normal form to all orders.

In Table 3.1 we present the equations determining the branching of

solutions for each of the three Isotropy subgroups mentioned above. These

results are taken from Golubltsky & Stewart [1986].

1989019764-013
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_Sj_lutIonTvDe 3_T.I.Z2) brblt ReD. BraqchlnQ EQuation_

Rotating Wave (u,O) Re(A + Bu2) = 0

Standing Wave I (u,u) Re(A + Bu2 + CuZm-2 + Du2m) = 0

Standing Wave 2

n ¢ 0 flw::)d4 (u,-u)

Re(A + Bu2 - CuZm-2 - DuZm) = 0

n = 0 mod 4 (u,e2_I/nu)

Table 3.1: Branching equations for maximal Isotropv.

The asymptotic stability oF these solutions are determined by the slqns

of the real parts of the elgenvalues of dg evaluated at the solution. The

actual c_utation oF these elgenvalues Is aided substantlatly by the

existence of the Dr, x SI symmetry. In pertlculer, For each oF the three

Isotropy subgroups I, the space C2 may be written as

Fix(1) @ Flx(_) _ (3.8)

where I acts nontrlvlally on Flx(¢) _. 51nce dg evaluated at a solution

commutes wlth I, It follows tln_t both FIx(1) and FIx(1) _ are dg

Invarlant subspaces. Thus, the elgenvalues oF dg are obtained In each case

by finding the elgenvalues of two 2x2 matrices. Moreover, the SI symmetry

Forces one elgenvalue of dg!Flx(I) to have real part zero. Also, for

' n)_rotating waves when n _ 4, the group Zn acts on FIxiZ as nontrlvia}

dgIFlx(Zn )_ to Itself be a scalar multiple of arotations and Forces

rotation matrix.

Using thls group theoretic Information, It Is possible to compute the

signs of the real parts of the eiqenvalues of dq. These results are

summarized In Table 3.2.

1989019764-014
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SolutIon Typ_ EV of__d_.qlF_x(£) EV's of dqlFx._

Rotating Wave -Re(AN+B) + O(u) -Re B

Standing Wave ] -Re(2AN+B) + O(u) tr = Re(B-(_I)Cu 2m-4) + O(u2m-2)

det = -Re(B_) + O(ul

Standing Wave Z -Re(ZAN+B) + O(u) tr : Re(B+(m+I)Cu2m-4) + O(u2m-2_

det = Re(B_) + O(u)

I._IJ;LLe=_;I.J=:Signs of EIgenvalues of dg along prlmary branches.

The directions of branching anO tne asy,w_totlcstablIItY of the branche_

discussed above fo]low fr_ Tables 3.1 and 3.2 assuminq thqt the nondegeneracv

condltlon_

(a) Re(AN+B) • 0

(b) Re(B) = 0

(c) Re(2AN+B) = 0 _3.9)

(d) Re(BC) * 0

(e) Re(A_) * 0

hold when evaluated at the origin. Observe that these branches are all

neutrally stable at third order If

Re 8(0,0) = O. (3.10)

It Is thls coefficient that _y vanish In a two-parameter syste_ an that must

be zero In order to apply our torus bifurcation theorem.
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$4. Th_ Torus Bifurcation Theorem

in thls section we prove the existence, direction of branching and

asynkototlcstablllty of certain Invarlant 2-torl In coclimenslontwo

bifurcations occurrlng In a class of symmetric systems of ODE. The general

Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 are co_w_lementedby explicit Formulas For co_n_utatlon

that are derived In Section 5. A nund_erof hypotheses are needed to prove our

theorem and we describe them now. These hypotheses abstract properties of the

Dn-equlvarlant systems described In 5ectlon 3, We return to D_ symmetry In

Sections 5 and 6, where the results Of this section are applied.

Speclflcally, we consider the two-parameter system of OOE

d._Z• F(z,_,_) (4.1)
dt

where f:¢n x R2_ £n Is sncx_th. The roles of the parameters _ and u are

distinguished as Follows. We assume that (4.1) undergoes a llopfbifurcation

as the prln_srybifurcation l_erameter A is varied and that a secondary torus

bifurcates off of a prlA_-rvbranch of perl_.'- solutions as A Is Further

varied. The role c, the auxiliary parameter u is to allow the secondary

torus bifurcation to coalesce with the primary HopF bifurcation as u Is

varied. We study here the slml}lestInstances of such a codlmenslon two

bifurcation consistent with symmetry. We now state the hy_w_thesesneeded to

define thls slnw_lestsetting.

Our Intention Is to make a preliminary and naive discussion of degenerate

H(xoFbifurcations In the presence of syn_netry. We do not pretend to have a

general theory. A general theory, however, will have to Include the exan_oles

and setting we study here.

#
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$4.1 Hypotheses on the primary HopF bifurcation

The simplest Form of HopF bifurcation in the presence of symmetry occurs

under the Following hypotheses (see Goiubltsky & Stewart [1985]). We let f

be a Finite subgroup of O(n) and let F act on _ - Rn $ lien by

y(x + ly) - yx + Iyy. The reason For restricting r to be finite wlll be

discussed In (H2) below. We.assume:

(HI) F acts absolutely Irreduciblyon Rn,

that Is, the only nxn real matrices commuting with F are scalar multlples of

the Identity.

We assume that the F in (4.1) commutes wlth f, undergoes a Hopf

bifurcation at _ = 0 when u • O, and Is In Blrkhoff normal form. The first

and third of these assumptions are summarized by:

(H2) ? Is £ x Sx _ equlvarlant

where the circle group Sl Is viewed as the co_lex nunW_ersof modulus one

acting on t n by complex multiplication. Thus

f(oZ._.,) - of(z.;._) for all o • f x SI.

Hypotheses (HI) and (H2) Imply

(a) f(O,_,w) • 0

(b) F(-z,X,_) - -F(z,_,u) (4.2)

(c) (dF)o,_,uv - A(_,u)v for all v • Cn

where A(_,w) i t. Hypothesis (HI) Inw_llesthat f x Sl acts Irreducibly on

Ca and hence (4.28) Is valid. Since w • Sl acts as -! on On, (HZ)

co_utes with f x 5 L,Implies (4.2b). (H2) also Implies that (df)o,_, u

from which (4.2c) follows.

I
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The assun_otlonthat (4.1) undergoes a Hopf bifurcation at _ = u • 0

Inw_]lesthat A(O,O) Is purely Imaginary. We assume that periodic solutlons

to (4.1) are generated From thls Hopf bifurcation In as simple a way as

possible. We now describe thls process Begin by assuming that the

elgenvalue A(_,O) crosses the Imaginary axis wlth nonzero speed, that Is,

=a
(H3) A3 - _ (Re A)(O,O) _ O.

Assun_otlon(H3) In_ollesthat For each _ near 0 there Is a unique

value _(u) at which A(_(_),w) Is purely Imaginary. For slnwollclty,and

without loss of generality, we assume that _(w) s 0 so that

(H4) A(O,u) = lwo(_).

where wo(O) • O. Thus, we assume that For each u a Hopf bifurcation From

the trivial steady-state occurs In (4.1) at _ - O.

Let I ¢ £ x Sl be an Isotropy subgroup. Golubltsky and Stewart {1985]

show that a unique branch of periodic solutions to (4.[) wlth symmetry group

can be found when

(H5) dlm Fix(1) - 2.

Due to the 8SSU_W_tlonof BlrkhoFf normal Form (H2), these perlo_llcsolutions

all have the form

z(t) - ¢eletp (4.3)

where ¢ > 0 and

p ¢ FIx(I) Is chosen with IPl • 1. (4.4)

Moreover, these periodic solutions are Found by solving the equation

f(Cp,_,_) - leap = O, (4.5)

1989019764-018
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and, assuming (H3), (4.5) can be solved unlquely For

(a) _ = ,(z,_) x Wo(U) + _2(u)_2+ w_(u)e_+ 0(_ 6)
(4.6)

(b) X = X*(_2,w) • X2(u)_2+ X_(u)_ _ �O(¢G).

It follows fr_n (4.6b) that this branch of periodic solutions Is

supercrltlcal (in _) If _2(0) ) 0 and subcrltlcal If 12(0) < O. We assume

(amF)o,o *(H6) 96 ! ( ,o(p,p,p), p ) _ 0

•where (due to BlrkhoFf normal Form) p • p Is an elgenvector of (dr) ,0,0

with elgenvalue _o(0)I. A calculatlon shows that

_z(O) • -&_l&3. (4.7)

To verify (4.7) substitute (4.6) In (4.5), set the coefficient of ¢_ In

(4.6) to zero, and tak_ the real part of the Inner product with p**

4.Z Hypotheses on the seconaary torus bifurcation

The assumption of Blrkhoff normal form allows us to reduce the problem of

finding periodic solutions of (4.1) to flndlng stationary solutions of (4.5).

With thls assdmptlon the problem of flnd[ng a secondary torus bifurcation of

(4.1) Is reduced to f{ndlng a secondary HopF bifurcation of (4.5]. We now

discuss the group theoretic restrlctlons on the actlon of F _Ich wlll admit

the posslblllty cf purely Imaginary elgenvalues occurring in the llnearlzatlon

of (4.5) 81ong the nontrlvl81 branch of statlonary solutlons parametrlzed by

(4.6).

Define

g(Zl_lU,=) • f(ZI_tU) " lll_. (4.8)
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The )Inearlzatlon dg, evaluated at a solutlon (4.6), must commute wlth the

Isotropy subgroup _ c rxS I. Let

£n • V_ # V2 # ... e Vk (4.9)

be the fsotyplc decomPosltlon under E, that Is, each of the Vj's are sums

of Isomorphic Irreduclblle representations under _ and the Irreducible

representations oF I 8ppearlng in distinct Vj's are themselves distinct.

Since FIx(E) ts the sum of all the trivial representations of _, we may

take

V l = Fix(I). (4.10)

Suppose now that dg has a co_olex conjugate pair oF purely Imaginary

elgenvalues. Generically, we expect the (generalized) elgenspace associated

with these elgenvalues to be In so_ Vj, without loss oF generality we can

take J • 2. The sln_olest type of torus bifurcation occurs when the purely

Imaginary elgenvalue_ are sln_ole and the simplest way to Force this hypothesis

to be valid Is to assume

(HT) dim V2 • 2.

Let L = dglV 2 restricted to the branch oF solutions par_w_etrlzed by

(4.6). So

L = L(e2,.). (4.1i)

We comment on (4.11). Along the branch (4.6)

Z • _p. _ • _*(¢2.,) ar_ w • w*(t2.U).

Moreover, by (4.Zb) and (4.8) g Is odd In z. Thus dg Is even In z and

hence In ¢ and the Form of 5 given In (4.11) Is valid.
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By (H7) L Is a linear mapping on a two-dlmenslonal space. So L has

purely Imaginary elgenvalues precisely when

tr(L) _ 0 and det(L) > O.

We want to guarantee that for some u near O, there are values of ¢2 For

which L has purelY Imaginary eigenvalues. That Is, we want to guarantee

the existence oF so)utlons to the equation tr L(¢2,u) = O. Now observe that

(dg)o,o,,, 0 = (dF)o,o, u - lwo(u)I = 0

by (4.2c) and (H4). Thus L(O,u) i 0 and Taylor's theorem allows us to

write

L(Z2,_) = _2L(z2,U). (4.12)

In order to guarantee the existence oF solutions to tr(L) = O, we assume

(H8) tr L(O,O) = O,

(Hg) &_ i _ (tr L)(O,O) * O.

Hypotheses (H8) and (H9) along with the I_)Iclt Function Theorem

guarantee a unique solutlon to

tr L(¢2,u) • 0 (4.13)

given by

2
¢ = E(w). (4.[4)

Now solutions to (4.13) can only exist when E(u) _ 0. Thus, to insure the

existence oF such solutions, we assume

(HlO) A,o i _ (tr L)(O,O) _ O.
du
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Inw_11cltdIFferentlatlon of (4.|3) shows that

dE(o) = -alo/a_. (4.15)
d_

Thus, a unique solution to (4.13) exists when u Is near 0 anO

sgn(_) • -sgn(6_) sgn(Alo). (4.16)

Finally, In order for L to have purely Imaginary elgenvalues, we must

8SSL_11e

(H|I) det L(E(.),u) > 0

for all . near 0 satisfying (4.16). Hypothesis (HIll will be the subject

of further discussion below.

These eleven hypotheses describe the slnN_iestsituation where a secondary

lotus bifurcation of the type discussed at the beginning of thls section might

exist. In particular, these hypotheses guarantee the existence of a Hopf

bIfurcetlon along a nontrlvlal branch of the steady-state equation, (4.5).

However, as we shal! now discuss, the existence of F x Sl-symmetry In (4.1)

Insures that the standard Hopf blfurcatlonjtheorem does not al_ly since the

51-symmetry of normal Form Forces one elgenvalue of dglFIx(I) to be zero.

Observe that the group theoretic argument which guarantees that dg has one

zero eigenvalue also Implies that dg has dim F + I - dim I zero

elgenvalues.

Next we make the observation that group-theoretically there are two types

of torus bifurcation. Consider the action of I on V2. The assumption that

C - dglV2 can have Purely Imaginary elgenvalues, couPlecl with the fact that

L commutes with I, places restrictions on the action of I.
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Let K(_) be the kernel of the action of I on V2 and let T(_) •

Z/K(Z). As observed in Golubltsky and Stewart [1985] either

(a) V2 • R e R where T(1) acts absolutely Irreducibly on R, or

(b) T(_] acts irreducibly, but not absolutely Irreducibly, on V2.

Moreover, since V2 N flx(1) = {0} we know that T(1) acts nontrlvlally on

V2. Hence In case (b), T(1) I Zq for some q ) 3, since these are the only

finite groups which act faithfully, Irreducibly, and not absolutely

Irreducibly on R2, 6nd in case (a) T(Z) I Zz.

Deflnltlon 4.1: When T(I) _ Z2 we call the torl resulting from the

secondary torus bIfurcatlon standing tor] and when T(£) • Zq (q) 3) we call
these rotating tor],

Observe that (HII) simplifies In the rotating torl case. There L(¢=.u)

commutes with Zq and Is hence a multiple of a rotation. Thus group

theoretic restrictions _orce det L(¢Z,u) ) 0 and (Hll) simplifies to

(Hli)r A_l • L(O,O) = O.

The situation for standing torl Is more coaN_llcated, as group restrictions may

Force L(O.u) = O. In this case we find In exanw_les that

L(¢z.u) , ¢2m O(¢z,u] (4.17)

where m depends on r and I but not, In general, on the particular f In

(4.1). For standing torl we replace (Hll) with

(Hll) s 6_| i det 0(0,0) ) 0

Note that (4.17} Is valid for rotating waves! there O • L and m • I.
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We end this subsection by explicitly constructlng the action of Z on

V2. Observe that each vj Is Invarlant under 5_, since Sl commutes wlth

the Full group r x 51 . Since dim V2 = 2 by (H7), it Follows that we may

Identify V2 with £ and the action of I on V2 wlth a subgroup of Sl

acting on C. Thus, the action of T(_) on C Is generated by

z - • Zwl/q z

For q as defined above. (Note that standing torl correspond to q • 2.)

4.3 Hc_F bifurcation wlth zero elgenvalues

in thls subsection we use results of KruPa [1988] to prove a torus

bifurcation theorem For vector Fields f satlsfyl_ (HI)-(HII). Recall that

f Is assu_w;d to be r x S:-equlvarlant and to have a periodic solution

z(t} - {elwtp.

We now concentrate on determining the Form of f on a nelghbortx)oKJ of

the group orbit X • (r x 51)*p. The existence of the periodic solution

In1_lles that f Is tangent to X along X. We utilize two results from

Krupa [19_]. Let N(X) denote the r x S1-equlvarlant normal bundle of

X c Cn, let NX denote the Fiber over x and let w:N(X) - X be the

projection.

Theorem 4.Z There exist r x Sl-equlvarlant vector fields fT and FN such

that

f = fT + fN (4.18}

where fT(y) Is in the tangent space to the group orbit of r x 51 through

y and f(y) • Nw(y ).

I
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Theorem 4.3: Let x(t) be the trajectory In _ = F(x) wlth x(O) = y anO

let z(t) be the trajectory In _ = FN(Z) wlth z(O) = y. Then

x(t) = 6(t)z(t) (4.I9)

for some smooth curve 6(t) e £ x S l wlth 6(0) = Identity.

It Follows from Theorems 4.Z and 4.3 that a Hopf bifurcation to a

perI(x:IIctrajectory z(t) For fN leads to a trajectory For f on the union

of group orbits through z(t).

_: (a) When £ Is Finite, all group orbits are circles and the

Flow Is on a 2-torus. The SI-_ctlon forces the Flow to be conjugate to

linear. To lowest order, thls flow _s the form celwtz(t). In perturbation

theory language the Flow will have the Form

ceI(w+B)t(p + h(t)) (4.20)

where e m R and h(t) a Np are small. Moreover, h(t) Is a solution of

h'(t) = FN(P + h(t),_,u). (4.2|)

To verify (4.21) let (4.20) be a solution to (4.1) ancl use the

deconw_osltlon (4.18).

(b) Observe that

gINp - flNp (4.22}

where g Is defined In (4.8). Thls Follows _Ince

g • f -lwz • FN + FT -luz,

and FT and lwz vanish when restricted to Np.
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Theorem 4.5: Assume (HI)-(HII). Then For Fixed u satisfying (4.15), the'e

Is a branch of periodic solutlons to (4.1) par_wrmtrlzedby _ which undergoes

a torus bifurcation at _ - _* as In (4.6b). When r Is FInlte, a unique

branch of two-Frequency trajectories bifurcate from the branch of periodic

solutions at _ = _'.

Pr_F: Under our hyPotheses the co_}lex conjugate Palr of elgenvalue_ of L

that cross through 0 as A Is varied, do so wlth nonzero speed. In Fact,

when p Is Fixed,

_(tr L)= _2(tr L) a_.2a_ . (4.23)

Both of these factors are nonzero, the flrst by (H9) and the second by (H3),

(H6) and (4.7). It remains only to show that under the hYl_Othesesabove, the

normal vector field G = fNINp undergoes a H(_F bifurcation at _ = k°.

However, It Is easy to s_w that the elgenvalues of dG at cp are Just the

Flo<luetexPonents of F at the perlcxJicsolution _elWtp minus I.. Thus

the elgenvalue_ of dG at ¢p are the elgenvflues of dg In the direction

Np (mere _ Is defined In (4.8)). Hence our hyl_othesesImply that fN

undergoes a (sl_,le) HOI_Fbifurcationat _ = _" and that the correspo_Jing
LZ/

con_lex elgenvalues cross the Imaginary axis with nonzero sPe_:l. The standard

Hopf Theorem coupled wlth Remark (4.4a) now applies. 0
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4.4 Direction and Stability of the Branch of Invarlant 2-torl

Next we consider the direction of branching of the branch of 2-torl by

determining the direction of branching of the branch of periodic solutions In

the HopF bifurcation of G = FNIN p. Theorem 4.3 Implies that asymptotic

stability of the periodic solutions of G in Np implles asymptotic

stability of the Invarlant 2-torl In (4.1).

We review the relevant discussion from the ear)ler subsections. Let

y = {(p + h). There Is a branch of equilibria of fN at

h = 0 and I = l'(_2,u) (4.24)

where u* Is defined by (4.16). A HopF bifurcation for FN occurs along

thls branch of equilibria at

2
¢ = E(u) (4.25)

as defined In (4.14), since V2 c Np. Note that E(O) - O. In fact, L({2,u)

Is Just dfNIV 2.

We assume that , has the correct slgn so that (4.16) Is valid, and

hence (4.25) has a solution for 2 when E(u) Is positive. We have

assumed, _reover, that as I varies through I*, the Imaginary eigenvalues

of t cross the I_qlnary axls wlth nonzero speed, as note_l In the proof of

Theorem 4.5.

The standard Hopf theorem asserts that there exists a single coefficient

u2, depending on terms uf fN through cubic order, that determines the

asymptotic steblllty of t-he perlo_llc solutlons (and thel llrectlon of

branching). Moreover, u2 Is defined at the point of H_F blfurcatlun given

by (4.24) and (4.25). Thus

u2 = u2(u) (4.26)
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Theorem 4._: Under the assun_ttons Just described

u2(u) = ukH(u)

k For some Integer k. A Formula For M{O) can be determined, In principal,

From the Taylor expansion of F at the origin and the sign of M(O) determines

the asynw_totlc stability and direction of branching of the branch of Z-torf

For (4.]). In particular, this branch Is supercrltlcal and consists of

asyn_)tctlcally stable 2-torf when M(O) > 0 and the branch Is subcrltlcaI

when M(O) < O.

Our Final (generlclty) assunw_tlon Is:

(HI2) M(O) # O.

The most difficult part of any calculation of Invartant 2-torl Is

determining M(O), that Is, determining the direction of branching and

stability of the 2-torl. In principle, It might be Possible to derive a

general Formula For H(O) when k - I using only terms tn the Taylor

expansion of F. In our D3 exan_le In the next section we have chosen the

co_w_utattonaily slnw_ler route of Just co_w_utlng the sscondary HopF bifurcation

on fN directly. One reason Is that we Find that k - ! Is valid For the

standing torl and k - 2 Is valid For the rotating torl. At this stage we do

not understand why certain Isotropy subgroups Force k to be greater than 1.
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_3 Turus _ifurGa%iQn@ with Tri_nqglar Svmmetr_

In this section we apply our torus bifurcation theorem to a vector fieid

dz : g(z,_,u) ,S.l)
dt

in Dn x Sl-normel Form, that is, we assume g has the for_ (3.6). As we

discussed in Section 3, see Table 3.1, generically there exist three primary

branches of periodic solutior,_ to (5. I) corresponding to two-dimensional fixed

point subspaces, we need to determine when hypotheses (HI-HI2) are valid For

each of these branches. Note that hypotheses (HI)-(H3), (H5) and (H7) are

auton_atically valid In these cases.

In (3.6) the invariant functions A-D are complex-valued and' we denote

these functluns by

(a) A = a + ia

(b) 8 = b + IB (5.2)

(c) C = c + iy

(d) D = d + 16

Hypothesis (H4) states that a Ho_f bifurcation occurs at I = u = 0 and that

the complex elgenvalue crosses the axis with nonzero speed. We sln_oiify our

analysis here by assuming

a = _ + {a Function depending on z-alone} (5.3)

and that a(0} _ o0 > 0. Thus, we assume that the trivial steady state z = 0

is a_ymptotlcally stable when I < 0 and loses stability at k = O.

Moreover, (H4) Is valid as A3 = I _ O.
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X RQ_atina Wave StandlnQ Wave I Standinq Wave 2

Fix(X) (zl,O) (zl.zl) (zl,-z_)

sgn(A_) -(a N + b) -(2aN + b) -(2aN + b)

V_ (O,z2) (z2,-z2) (z_,z_)

trL=O b=O b=O b=O

sgn(& 9) -bN bN - 2c bN +2c

Aid -bu bu bu

(HII) 8 _ 0 By < 0 BY ) 0

Table 5.1: Data needed to flnd torus bifurcations along primary branches Ir,

degenerate Ds x Sl-equlverlant Hopf bifurcation. All functions are evaluated

at the origin.

In our analysis, we begin by assuming that n _ 4. The case of square

symmetry (n - 4) Is more c_llcated (see C_olubltsky & Stewart [1986] and

Swift [1988]). In particular, when n m 4 the starH_Ing waves are either 10oth

supercrltica) or both subcrltlcal, and there ere r_o branches of perl_Ic

solutions corresponding to sub_w3xlmal Isotro_y. The criticality of these

branches Is determined by sgn(66), as _ted In Table 5.1. Assuming

b * -aN , -2aN vailOates (H6).

The degeneracy condition needed to have a torus bifurcation, hvl_othesis

(HB), Is tr L = O. For each of the branches, (Ha) correspo_s to b = 0 at

the origin. Thls could have been seen directly from the stability results In

C_)Iub!tsky I Stewart [1986] since the coefflclent b(O) being _nzero was

needed to determine wl_Ich of these branches of perlo<Jlc solutions could be

as_totlcally stable. Assuming b(O) = 0 InW_lles that standing waves end
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rotating waves must be all supercrltlcal or subcrltlcal, depending on the sigr,

of aN(0), which is assumed to be nonzero.

We again simplify our analysis by assuming that

b(z,u) = u + {a Function depending only on z}. (5.4)

It then Follows that Ai0 = -I For rotating waves and +I for standing

waves. Thus (HI0) is valid and we will have a torus bifurcation !f the

Complex eigenvalues In the Vz-dlrectlons are nonzero since (HI0) implies that

these elgenvalues will cross the Imaginary axls wlth nonzero speed. That

these eigenvalues wlll be nonzero and pure)y Imaginary at the point of

secondary bifurcation Is governed by (HII). Thus we assume B(0)y(0) _ 0,

as indlcated In Table 5.1.

In our discussion in Section 4 we also assumed that we could solve

uniquely for the point of the secondary bifurcation, as a Function of u,

which follows from A9 • 0. So we assume bN(0) _ 0, ±2¢(0) and (H9) is

verified. (Note that when n _ 5, this condition would be bN(0) _ 0.)

We sun_rlze our discussion by listing all conditions In Table 5.2

(a) a(0) = 0, a(0) > 0 prl_ry Hopf bifurcation

(b) aN(0) ) 0 perlc_llc solutlons subcrltlcal

(c) b(0} = 0 possibility of secondary torus
bifurcation

(d) B(0) _ 0 torus bifurcation on rotatlnq waves

(e) B(0}y(0) < 0 ( >0 ) torus bifurcation on standing wave i
(standing wave 2)

(f) bN(0) _ 0, ±2c(0) See (4.16): unique torus bifurcation along

rotating wave when sgnIu) = -sgn(bN(0))

standing wave I when sgn(u) • -sgn(bN(0)-2c(0})

standing wave 2 when sgn(u) • -sgn(bN(0)+Zc(0))

Table 5.2: Conditions for Torus Blfurcatlo{} with D3-symmetry
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The flnal Issue we must address Is the direction of branching of the

secondary branch of Z-tort, hyPothesis (HI2). At the end of Section 4, we

discussed the diFFiculty of deriving a Formula for the direction of branchIng

of the torus branches. Because of this Fact, we comoute, In Subsections 5.1

end 5.2, the direction of branching of the secondary 2-torl bifurcation along

the rotating and standing waves branches only In the case of Os-symmetrv.

Let Bo _ B(O) and Y0 _ y(O). We prove the Following:

Theorem 5.]: In degenerate D3-equlvarlant Hoof bifurcation, the direction of

branching of the branch of rotating 2-torl Is supercritice) IF

[°'°I-2aN N + _o . (5.51

Is posltiv_ and subcrlticai If negative.

Theorem 5.2: '_ d_enerate D3-equlvarlant HopF bifurcation, the dlrectlon of

branching of t_ branch of standing 2-torl off of the branch of perloOic

standing waves 1 is _._er t_cal if

80 sgn(Yo ) B02 + -- 15.G?

3_0 2aN 4 61BoYol 3 2Co-b N

is positive and subcrltlcal if neqative. For secondary bifurcation off of

standing waves 2 we replace (5.6) by:

2aN 4 61Bovol 3 2co-bN

It is Possible to derive the dlrectlon of branching of standlnq torus 2

frcm that of standing torus I using the foilowlng observation First noted in
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SwiFt [1988], uslnQ the terminology "parameter" symmetry.

We call the mapping

Q(z_,z2) = (zl,-z2) (5.8)

a quasi_vmmetrg since it is in the norn_Iizer of £ in 0(4) but is not in

£ = 03 x S_. It fo)iows that the map

h : Qg(Qz} _5._)

is £-eQulvariant whenever g Is F-equlvariant. In tnls oartlcular case.

the _uasisymmetrv Q Interchanqes standing waves i and 2. Since h i_

vector Field equlvalent to g. the dynamics of h is the same as that OF a.

Thus. computing the direction of branching of stendlnq torus I For h, qives

the direction of branching of standing torus 2 for g.

it remains only to note using (3.4) and (3.6) that when n = 3. g

transforms to h in (5.9) as Follows:

{a) (N.P.S,T)) (N.P,-S,-T)

(5.10)

(b) (A,B,C,D) _ (A,B,-C,-D)

Thus (5.7) may be derived From (5.6) by transforming Yo to -_o.
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5.1 Rotating Torl for Ds-Symmetry

We let £ be the Isotropy subgroup of rotating waves

Z3 = {(Y'-Y)}: Y _ Z3}

with th_ two-dlmenslonaI fixed _Int s_ce {(zl,O)}. The branchlng equation

for the perI_Ic solutlons lying In FIx(Z) Is given by

A + Bu2 = 0 u e R. (5.11)

From our discussion a_ve concerning the torus bifurcation, we _y assume

that the syst_ of ODE (5.1) has the form:

CI [ Z' I " {laO + I + aNN + BNNN2/2 + apP} [ zl ]• dt z2 z=

(5.12)

+ {u + bNN + IBo} Z_Z= + leo + IY°} Z_Z22 + h.o.t

where N = IZll 2 + iZ=l 2 and P = IZll21Z21 = The branch of perl_lc

solutions to (5.1) within Z3 Is given by:

= (5.13)
zt(t) - ¢ [0 I e'U't,

where = • u'({2,u) • =0 + B0¢2 + O(¢W). Along the branch of perl_Ic

solut;ons, the elgenvector due to translation, corresponding to the elgenvalue

zero, Is constant. In Fact (5.12) shows t_t thls elgenvector _Is Ip

where p = (I,0)T. We exploit thls fact to explicitly r_uce the vector field

to the nor_l section. We let

Vp = {Z • CZ: Re<z,lp) = 0}. (5.14)
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By the impllctt Function theorem we can solve locally In (5.15a) for

0 = e (h, ¢, u) such that

(a) Re<f(_(P + h),_ ,u) - I(_ + e)_tp + h),lp> = O, and

(5.15)

(b) e (0,0,0) = 0

If we now let

g(h,¢,u,8) = f(¢(p + h),_ (¢,u),u) - I(_ (¢,u) + e )¢(p + h) (5,16)

then the subsPace Vp Is lnvarfant under q and glVp Is the normal

component of the vector field g. For the details of this reduction see

Vanderbauwhede, Krupa & Golubltsky [1988] and Krupa [1988].

l We note that e corresponds to an element n of the Lie algebra L(£)

and determines the drift along the group orbits.

In the language of asyn_totlc expansions we are looking For 5olutions of

the Form:

_el(_'+¢3elt(p + h(¢2Bt)),

where h Is a 2_-perlodic Function.

In (zl,z_) c_rdinates we write h - (hl,h 2) and hi - x The
4

nor_l vectorfleld then Is given by

d x = ¢2[2(a N + u) x + aNth212 + O(Ixl 2 + !Xllh212 + ih21W + _2Lx,)]
dt

(5.17)
m

O

dh2 = ¢2[-(u �IBo+ I --_.)h 2 + 2aNXh 2 + aNh21h212
dt [

+ 0([ 2 + lullh213 + IhllS)]

We remark that e" 15 of order ¢2 and occurs In the second equation In

such a way that Its value will only Influence the period of the bifurcating

II II
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periodic solution, and not Its stability. Therefore, we may suppress 9 .

More In_oortantly, we observe that the direction of branching Is

determined by the hlgher order terms. To see this, we rescale the time by

letting _ = -¢2Bot, and eliminate the ¢= whlchfactors L(¢,u) (see

(4.11)). We obtain=

-B0 d_x = 21a N + u)x + aNIh21 = + h.o.t.
(5.18)

-BO clh_= -(u + t80)h2 + (2aNX + (a N + IBo) lh212)h2 + h.o.t.dt

From the first equation we see that x = -Ih212/2 + ..., and inserting this !r,

the second equation, we conclude that the direction of branching Is not

determined. To the next order In ¢2 we get (keeping the rescaled time)

-Bo -_ = 2(a N + u)x + 8NIh212 + ¢2(2(aNN + 2bN)X + (aNN + bN) ih212)

+ 0(¢2(Ixl + lh212) 2 +

(5.19)

_BO CIh_= -(U �IBO+ _2bN)h2 + (a N + IBo) lh2t2h2 + 2aNxn_dt

+ cz(2aNNXh2 + (Co + IYo)_22 + (aNN +bN)lhll2h2)

+ O(¢21ullh2[ 3 + ¢211xi + ih212) 2 + E_ )

From (5.17) we derive that at a periodic solution

-a N + ¢2b N 2
x = lh21 + 0(¢21h21 _' + ¢_).

2aN

Then we Find the direction of branching from 15o18)

{,o lU - ¢21-b N + 21h212 _ + bN + 01¢ 2 + Ih21_)}. 15.191

From this equation Theorem 5.1 Follows easily.
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5.2 Standing Torl For D3-S_nnmetry

We let _ be the IsotroPY subgroup Z2 0 _ of Standing Waves I wlth

two-dlmenslonal Fixed point space {(zl,zl)}. In order to construct Vp and
i

e as In the rotating case we First change coordinates In (5.12):

u : (zl+z2)l_2, v = (zl-z2)/_2.

The construction of the reduced vector Field Is mutatls mutandls the same

as In the case of the rotating torl. Again we will suppress e', because we

are only Interested In the direction of branching. The effect of the ,:nanqe

of coordinates Is that the prin_ry branch has the same Form:

z_(t) = !- I i e i_ t.
i. 0 l

where In the standlng wave case

I
_'(_2,u) = o0�B0¢ 2 + 0(_).

It occurs at

• u ap co

(¢2u) = _(aN + 2 ){2 _ (aNN +___+ bN +Z- )¢_/2.

The reOuced vector Field ha_ the Form (c(w_pare wlth (5.12))

dx . ¢2f(x, h2, u, 2)
dt

_5.20}

Uh_ . ¢2g(x, h2, u, ¢2)
dt

The linear part of g depends only on h2. It Is given by the mapping From

£2 Into Itself by:

I"(u+iBo)(b_N. ] [ (u-lBo) (bN-Co+IY0) 21 ,
+ - Co Iyo)¢ 2 v �+_ _ + 0{_ )

v _ . 2 2 2
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If we conslder thls mapg!ng as a mapplng on R2, then Its trace equals

u + (bN - 2Co)¢2 + 0(¢_)

and Its determinant equals

- _(uc o - YoSo)__ + 01_1 _
2

We apply an c-dependent transformation _o put the linear p_rt of the vector

field Into normal form. Writing h 2 • u + Iv the tr8nsformatlon Is:

U _ tU

v _ #-2Bo/3Y0 v .

We rescale the time by ¢, I.e. ¢t = _. After these transformations the

lln#ar part of the vector Field has the Form:

dx = ¢(2a N + u)xdt

d___h2 = ¢ _ (h2 + h2) + 1¢2XOh2 ,dt 2

where xo • V-3BoYo/2. We rescale the tln_ once more, CZ,ot - _. Then, the

linear vector field has a circle of perl(x:llc solutions:

r x 1 [ 0 I Sl _+th2J" ,e'(S+*'J *. .n.

We then Put the full nonlinear vector field up to order three In (x, h2) Into

Blrkhoff normal form. Phrased differently, after a near Identity

transfoPmatlon In the variables (x, h2) end a truncation at order three, the

resulting vector field has the forma
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dx - F(x, lh2I2, u,
dt

¢2 dh 2 = glx, Ih 2 , U, ¢1 h2.
dt

If we can sulve the equation F = g - 0 then we will know the direction of

branching. Straightforward (but rather lengthy) computations show that

!
= 2aNE + -- aNih21280 + O[(t.2+lul)(Ixl+lh2 I ) + lxllh21 + ih213 + ixl 2 ]

3Yo

where

E.x+--(h 2 -
6y

Therefore. at a solution of F = 0 we wlll have that

B° i 2¢1 1
x = --:-- 11".2 - _ (h_ - h_) + 0(_2 Ih2, + _h2! ).

bYo 2aN .

Substltlng Into the equations g = 0 then yields

4BOaN B_
u - (2Co - bN)¢ _ - Ih212(_ + .,)+ 0(_¢I + lh21)3

_Yo
[8_BNY_

where < = (-2B0/3Y0) I/2. From thls equation Theorem 5.2 follows.

The (above mentioned) lengthy calculations were checked wlth the formula

manipulation program REDUCE.
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$6. The Bifurcation DIaqrams

The results of Section 5 In_o]ythat when deriving the bifurcation

diagrams for the torus bifurcation In degenerate Hcpf bifurcation wlth

D_-symmetry, we may assume

(a) A - _ + aNN + aol

(b) B • u + bNN + Bo I (6. I)

(c) C • Co + Y0 i

(d) D = O,

as only these terms enter the determination of direction of branchlng and

stability.

We assume:

=0 > O, Bo > O, "o < 0 and aN < O. (6.2)

We make these choices For the Following reasons. First, wlttw>ut loss of

generality, the frequencies ao arw:lBo may be assumed to be Positive.

Second, the quaslsymmetry Q transforms Yo to -Yo (anO Co to -Co); so

we may ess_ne that Yo Is negative (at the expense of Interchangln3 the two

branches of standing waves). Finally, we are Interested mainly In those

situations where asYnw_totlcally stable states mny exist. Indeed, stebllity

can occur only when the primary branches are supercrltlcall hence we assume

aN ( O.

To slnw_Iify subsequent calculatlons rescale tlme and Sl_aceto obtain

St - 1/2 and vo " -3Bo. (6.3)

We now find t_t when a torus bifurcation occurc, It occurs at
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aN
(a; %r : -- u + ... Irotating torus)

bN
(6.4)

aN

(b) _s - bN-2C0 u + ... (sta_dlng torus)

and the direction of branching is determined by:

1
(e) l - -- (rotating torus)

(6.5)

(b) bN 2c0 4aN - _standlng torus)

_here sdpercritIcal Is _osltlve and subcFitlcal Is negative.

We note that It is possible to choose coefficients Independently so that

for a fixed u:

(i) stending wave 1 Is stable at the initial bCfurcation

( chc_)se u < 0 ),

(li) both a rotJtlng and a standing torus bifurcate

( choose bN > 0 and bN > 2c0 ),

(ill) either torus may blfurccte first as X Increases

( choose Co > 0 to have standing wave first, Co < 0 for rotating wave),

(Iv) the rotating torus Is either supercrltical or subcrltlcal

( choose bN > I or IbN < I ),

iv) the standing torus is either supercrltlcal or subcrltlcal

( choose aN < 0.25 or 0 > aN > -0.25).

Therefore, it is possible to choose Parameters so that the bifurcation

diagram pictured in Figure 6.1 occurs. Here we flnd the possibility of two

stable 2-tori and no stable periodic solutions. Note that thls phenomenon may
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not occur In codlmenslon two For Dn-Hopf bifurcation when n ) 5, since Co

Is then a higher order term.

_= BIFurcation dlagr_wa Indicating values of x having two Drenches

of asyn_totlcally stable Z--_ort and no stable steady-states or periodic

solutions.
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